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No. CCCLXXXIV. JUNE, 1930.

EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXV.

I N our last number there was a good deal of adverse
criticism of cricket which seems to have upset a number

of people.
I was talking to a cricketer the other day with reference

to this, and I suggested that the enjoyment for the cricketer
lay not so much in the sense of personal prowess as in
his taking part in a splendid spectacle. He was deeply
mortified at my suggestion, having never thought of cricket
in this light. Surely cricket to be enjoyed both by cricketers
and spectators must be played on a field of that perfect green
which is possessed by our own ground, with the sun shining
and a blue sky overhead, and the players in white-can you
imagine them wearing any other colour? Played on a
muddy field on some December day under a cloudy sky, in
coloured vests and shorts, cricket might be fascinating as a
game of skill. But cricket is no mere game of bat and ball;
it is an essential feature of the glorious pageant of summer,
and it is surely from the honour of being permitted to take a
prominent part in that pageant that the true cricketer

.;
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derives his enjoyment. Only on dull days and in dull places
can cricket be really dull.

The Editors have been subjected to a good deal of selfish
armchair criticism. Surely those who have time to be
critics have time to be contributors.

The Editors apologise for not mentioning The Daily
Telegraph in the article which appeared about Sir Claude
]acob in our last number.

SCHOOL NEWS.

Congratulations to :-
C. W. Lyle on winning the Fletcher French Prize.
A. F. D. Oppe on winning the lames Rhoades Prize.
]. E. L. Pepys on winning the Barnes Elocution Prize.
R. H. Ward on winning the School Essay Prize.
G. D. Lean on winning the School English Verse Prize.
P. S. Alien on winning the V.A Latin Prose Prize.
G. C. Laws on winning the Greek Prose Prize.
P. Hogg on winning the Greek Prose Extra Prize.
]. E. L. Pepys and R. A. H. Ward on winning the Bowen

History Prize.
The Shooting VII I for winning the Sherborne-Marlborough

cup from Marlborough for the first time since its presentation
in 1927.

The subject for the English Essay was either" The Beautiful
is the Useful," or ,e Democracy is Mediocracy:" the subject
for the English Verse was" The Conquest of the Air:" the
piece chosen for the Barnes Elocution Pdze was from
Macaulay's ,e Virginia,"
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Congratulations to the following on being presented with their
School Colours:-

June 12
June 16

June 5

June 2

June 9
June 12

1ST XI.
J. E. le M. Halliley
A. A. E. Morgan
D. E. Carey
G. D. Lean
D. H. D. Alexander

VIII.
M. C. Goodden
J. R. Jeudwine
A. P. F. Walker

2ND XI.
H. W. F. Fox
C. J. M. Snowden
R. C. S. Dick
D. Evans

On Sunday evening, May 18th, Mr. W. W. Hind-Smith
gave a talk on Dr. Barnardo's Homes in the Big Schoolroom.

The pavilion has been enlarged this term by the addition of
dressing rooms; seen from the front it is now rectangular in
shape. We suggest that it would be improved if the letters on
the clock were painted white instead of gold, so as to be more
easily visible from Carey's.

New choir seats and screen have been added in the chapel.

On Ascension Day the Headmaster granted a three-quarter
holiday, which was, as usual, thoroughly appreciated by every
body.

A new system has been instituted this term by which houses,
in rotation, are freed from cricket on Saturday afternoons, whilst
the other houses play intra-house games.
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On Wednesday, June 4th, the Headmaster remitted the two
afternoon hours for those of the Upper School who wished to
go and see the performance of " Richard II " by the Ben Greet
Players.

Monday, June 9th, was the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
first performance of the first of all pageants-the Sherborne
Pageant, with which the School was so intimately connected.

An unusual, but pleasant, feature that we still have to look
forward to are the two a.T.C. Field Days. The first, on July
1st, is against Bruton, and the second against 800 invaders from
H.M.S. Barham at Seaton, in conjunction with other schools,
as part of the Seaton carnival.

We are sure that the music-lover~ of the School-especially
those who have striven to wring music from the old Broadwood
Grand-are immensely grateful for the splendid new grand
piano, now in the Big Schoolroom. This gift we owe to Musical
Society funds and, in a large measure, to the generosity of the
Headmaster.

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS.

Open Scholarships of £80;-
R. A. Higgins (A. W. Roberts, Esq., Langley Place, St.

Leonards).
J. N. Maxwell (I. Sant, Esq., St. Edmunds, Hindhead).
M. V. W. Richards (G. Meakin, Esq., Pembroke Lodge,

Southbourne).

Open Scholarships of various amounts :
J. L. Homfray (Sherborne School).
H. J. Crawford (J. H. Rannie, Esq., West Hays,Winchester).
1. D. L. Moir (C. G. D. Hoare, Esq., Laurence House, St.

Anne's).
F. J. Kidner CW. B. Harris, Esq., St. Ronan's, Worthing).
B. Humphreys-Davies (R. G. Thornton, Esq., HiIlbrow,

Eastbourne).
D. M. P.Tucker (P. C. Phi pps, Esq., Dane Court, Parkstone).
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0.5. NEWS.

On the Birthday Honours List of June 3rd, the name of Sir
Claud Jacob appeared among those honoured with the G.C.S.I.

T. S. Horan has become secretary to the C.U.A.C.

R. W. Kent (d) rowed bow in the B.N.C. boat which went
head of the river, whilst A. M. Emmett (a) was rowing three
in the next, the Christ Church, boat.

R. C. Eglington (g) and D. A. Hodgkinson (b) played for the
Oxford Authentics against the School.

@bituar\?

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL FREDERICK VVlLLlAM GEE, C.l.E.,
who died after an operation at the Royal Northern Hospital on
June 2nd, 1930, at the age of 67, had a career of distinction in
the Indian Medical Service. The eldest son of the Rev.William
Gee, vicar of East Coker, Somerset, he was educated at Sher
borne and at University College and Hospital, London, where
he was Fellows medallist in clinical medicine. He qualified as
M.B. and B.S. of London University, and M.R.C.S. Eng., and
entered the Indian Medical Service in 1888. His first war
experience was in the relief of Chitral in 1895, and two years
later he was in the operations on the North-\Vest Frontier. He
also served in the allied anti-Boxer campaign in China, and in
Somaliland in 1902, being mentioned in dispatches in the latter
operations. In the Great \Var his work was with the troops in
Mesopotamia. He was four times mentioned in dispatches and
was created C.I.E. He retired from the service ten years ago,
and settled at Cookham, Berks. He married in 1901 J essie
Elizabeth, daughter of r-.lr. John Graves, of South Gate, and
they had a family of one son and two daughters.

(With acknowledgements].
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WE TAKE OFF OUR HATS

[JUNE,

1. To a member of the 1st XI for going in to bat in a
School match with only one pad on.

2. To an extra shooter for scoring five misses in succession
at 500 yards.

3. To Mr. Hey for" making hay while the sun shines:" at
the moment he has a batting average of o\'er 250.

4-. To a member of a senior league team for having in his
possession a pair of pads that were used against W. G. Grace.

5. To our Whitsuntide visitors for bicycling round Sherborne
in the minimum amount of clothing at 4- o'clock in the morning.

6. To a member of the School for remembering to take his
Vergil with him when jumping off the high dive in full dress.

7. To a member of a house juniors team for scoring five
runs out of a grand total of six.

8. To a third termer for asking the School Custos for a
fives court.

THE NEW PULPIT.

The new Pulpit is a thing about which Shirburnians should
know something, both for what it represents and because it is a
very fine example of West Country work.

The design is in keeping with fifteenth century ideas, and
Mr. F. C. Eeles, the well known Adviser to the Central
Council for the care of Churches, has described it as "an
admirable example." The pulpit rises from a small, moulded base
block, with a vaulted shaft supporting the upper part. Five
sides of the octagon provide niches containing carved figures
representing the following :-St. Ealdhelm, whom King Ine
created first Bishop of Wessex in 705 A.D., and whom all
Shirburnians know a~ the original founder of the School;
Stephen Harding, that great Shirburnian who founded and was
the first Abbot of Citeaux in 1110 and also established the
Cistercian Order; St. John the Evangelist, to whom the Chapel
is dedicated; Bishop Osmund, another Shirburnian, who
compiled the Use of Sarum; and St. Benedict, whose rules
governed the reformed Monastery from the time of Bishop
Wulfsy onwards.
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The divisions at the angles are formed by a carved and
perforated vine between pinnacled shafts carved out of the
solid oak. The vine springs from the moulded bases and grows
around the cornice. On it are birds and insects feeding. The
tendrils and leaves are faithfully portrayed and can be traced
each to its natural end. The canopies over the figures have
what are known as crocketed finials and the tracery is of a
different desi~n in each. The pulpit as a whole is of the" wine
glass" type so often found in West Country Churches. It has
of course been carved by hand in every detail and well repays
a close examination.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

On Ascension Day the Archaeological Society visited Stone
henge, Woodhenge and Salisbury. The expedition started at
about 11 o'clock in the morning and reached the Friar's Hill
at two in the afternoon, eating lunch on the way. There they
were met by Canon Ruddle, who lectured on the history of the
place and then gave some interesting details as to how it was
raised. After he had handed round a plan and several
illuminating photographs the expedition visited Woodhenge.
Although Woodhenge cannot claim to be nearly so impressive
as Stonehenge, yet Canon Ruddle's efforts bade fair to make it
equally so. At Old Sarum the expedition was met at the gate
way of the city by the Rev. T. W. Cook, who gave a summary
of the town's history as the company proceeded to the castle
via its magnificent ditch. The plan is that of an ordinary
Norman fortress, but it contains a larger number of refuse pits
than is usual in such a building. This was explained by Mr.
Cook as being due to the castle's situation; and when the Cathe
dral had been visited the party started off for Salisbury, where
the first and foremost object of interest was the Cadena Cafe.
Canon Myers and Archdeacon Carpenter then conducted the
expedition round the Cathedral, and particular admiration was
evinced for the fine Early English work of the Lady Chapel.
Archdeacon Carpenter also showed, just before the moment of
departure, his magnificent garden.

Mr. Jarrett is to be congratulated on the excellence of the
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programme, and the several guides to be heartily thanked for
their very kind co-operation.

THE DUFFERS,
OTHERWISE STOLIDI.

The Editors of The Shirburlliall have asked me to cast some
light upon this mysterious company, as the man who is mainly
responsible for its existence. I will try to be simple.

The Society is some 32 years old, first session copy dating
from May, 1898, and I was President. We had no honorary
members; only eight members who were all Sixth Form, and
eight meetings a term. One of the meetings was Macaulay on
Milton-a subject which may be repeated this term-and
another was on the ethics of games, on which Mr. Carey was
asked to write a paper as the greatest authority we could select.

In those days roll was taken in the School room after chapel.
The masters sat on the dais, the Headmaster in the centre. I
had in my hand the" First Session, the Duffers' Club," and the
good-humoured Mr. Wilson, house master of The Green, who
was extremely popular, and deserved to be, took the document
and said, "Oh! is that aTlOther attempt to make boys read
literature? \-Vell, it won't last long." It is pleasant for me to
think how far out of it was my good-humoured friend.

In 1901 we read our first Shakespeare play, and this good
custom has been kept, generally speaking, ever sipce, so that
the Society has read aloud some sixty of the plays of the
greatest of English poets, if not of the World poets.

Afternoon tea is an integral part of the Sunday afternoon
meetings of the Duffers, in which honorary members with large
rooms play the host or hostess. The tea is, perhaps, too
splendid for a literary society, but it is willingly given. The
play is an evening dress affair, supper being served after Act Ill.

The aim of the Society is principally to read great books,
especially poets who might be in danger of being overlooked in
the rush of school life or holiday joys, and the weakest point is
the indifferent quality of the reading aloud. I fear we have not
come near solving this difficulty. The honorary members now
number about ten. Some of these are the best part of our
society; others find their work will allow them a very inter
mittept attendan<;e or pone at all.
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To end this matter, let me quote Mr. lames Rhoades;-
" For who can tell from out the'store

Of classic or romantic lore,
What living phrase has glowed like fire
To stimulate the heart's desire,
Bid the base thoughts of folly die
In bosoms of the Stolidi."

H.R.K.

VISIT OF THE SOUTHWARK CADETS.

Eighteen Southwark Cadets arrived at Sherborne on the
Friday before Whit Sunday, three-quarters-of-an-hour late. Yet
even that and the dirt and the heat of the Southern Railway
could not depress them. They were escorted to the Gym. by
the committee, who left them eating ice buns and singing
.. Happy days are here again," while the brothers Hayman took
the floor in an exhibition charleston! And so to bed... But
not for long. Starting at five, with a short break for breakfast
in the Tuckshop, a busy morning was spent on bicycles,
rendering many of the streets almost dangerous for pedestrians.
After lunch the cadets wielded the willow to such advantage
that at the tea interval the School side managed to persuade
their opponents to go to the baths. And so the match was
drawn. Then followed some excellent boxing, and the day
closed with an exhilarating ride to the prairie on one of the
South \Vestern Dairy lorries (Which was kindly lent for the
purpose) for supper and a bonfire as the guests of theRev. Arthur
and Mrs. Field. On Sunday, the expedition to Lulworth Cove
was very successful. Everyone spent the afternoon in boating
and bathing, and a very considerable ground-swell in no way
perturbed these post-prandial mariners.

Monday morning was spent in fun and frolic in Mr. Field's
garden, which was, as usual, quite indispensable. After tea at
School House the cadets coucluded their programme with a
shooting match against an eight from the School, but the tea
prevented justice being done! And so the week-end closed,
which in weather, and, we hope, in enjoyment, has never been
exceeded. It will be a long time, at any rate, before the wit
and" joie de vivre" of the cadets is forgotten by those who
were fortunate enough to help entertain them.
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A COMPARISON.

[JUNe,

J.E.B.

From a brief perusal of the curriculum of American "pre
paratory" schools (which institutions prepare for the university,
and in some measure correspond to our English public schools)
it is obvious that our whole out-of-work existence is different.
W" have from five-and-a-half to seven hours a day definitely
arranged for us. If anybody is going in for a scholarship he
may put in a couple of hours a day beside this. But on an
average we do about six hours a day. Organised games of
various descriptions exercise the body, and the rest of the day
is left to liS. We produce a school magazine, but we do not
print or bind our own. And we only have one magazine, and
that in the hands of two people, who are responsible for the
production of a combined newspaper, magazine, short story
volume, humorous article rag and general report of school
doings. In America they have several magazines of different
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characters, and sometimes even print their own. Debating
forms a large part of their semi-leisured spare time. Admittedly,
many admirable attempts have been made to start a debating
society here in the last fi ve years. But the School has never
as a whole had the commonsense to realise that a debate is
other than a farcical battle ground for sharp and irrelevant wit.
It is exactly the same with orchestras. In America they flourish.
Nothing is done here, because people are so apt to ridicule the
admittedly peculiar noises of beginners in that direction.

But it all points to the same thing. To use a school word,
we are all too" sniffy II about everything new. vVhen an
innovation of a semi-serious nature is suggested we consider it
to be poor until it is proved good. This is enough to cut the
throat of any institution. If we thought everything new good,
until it had been proved the opposite, we should get a deal
further in the institutions people try to introduce here.

POETS AND POETRY.

[It has been suggested that a series of literary articles might form a'
valuable contribution to The Shirburlliall, and I have chosen for the
purpose that part of literature which finds fewest readers. I mean poetry.
Though a general discussion of poetry might be more fitting as an
introdnction to such a series, I have chosen for the opening article a
subject of more topical interest.-R.E.w.]

I.

THE POET LAUREATE.

I suppose there are few poets who make such apowerful appeal
as Masefield. First of all he is a contemporary; that seems rather
obvious on the face of it, and yet it is important. In his
language there is nothing archaic or incomprehensible. It is
very often the language of a poet that begins our distaste for
poetry in general: we shut up the book with a sigh, "'Vhy on
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earth doesn't the man write plain English?" But with
Masefield, though in the sonnets the thought is sometimes
obscure, yet the language is perfectly clear and modern, even
to the point of being harsh and out-of-place. As we know only
too well, in many places in the narrative pc-ems Masefield is
nothing if not outspoken, he never minces matters, but says
exactly what he means. It is, of course, his outspokenness
which has been fastened upon by modern parodists. There
are two stanzas in a delightful parody by J. C. Squire of
Masefield's poem, "The Widow in the Bye Street," which,
apart from being thoroughly good parody, are a good illustration
of some of the worst passages in the narrative poems:-

" She had eleven brothers and a sister,
A mother who had rheumatism bad,

And when she left 0' mornings how they missed her
And when she stayed 0' Sundays weren't they glad;
No other help or maintenance they had,

So that their mother often said' God pink 'em,
Lucky for them Flo makes a decent income.' "

" If 'twasn't for Flo's fifteen bob a \veek,
Me and them brats would not know where to turn,

For some of 'em ain't old enough to speak
And nOne of 'em ain't old enough to earn.
And as for 'er bright merry japes why, durn

My bleedin' eyes, if we'd no Flo to quirk us,
I'm sure we'd soon be droopin' in the workus."

But isn't it worth reading lines like those to come across a
passage like that wonderful description of a country road in the
" Everla!>ting Mercy," that begins:-

" So up the hill I wander slow
Past where the snowdrops used to grow,
\"'ith celandines in early springs,
When rainbows were triumphant things
And dew so bright and flowers so glad,
Eternal joy to lass and lad.... ."

Then, in his outlook on life, too, he is not only modern, but
extraordinarily young. In his poems we find very little of the
pessimist: he is full of the joy of life, especially life in the open,
and the sports of the open. Read" Reynard the Fox," and
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you'll soon realize how well he knows the pleasure of hunting
and how deeply he loves it. The description of the hounds in
Part I is among the finest thing-s in all poetry, and the chase
in Part II leaves you breathless. Masefield is full too of the
beauty of life, beauty in strange places, in ugly dirty people:
he could say with Rupert Brooke, " I can watch a dirty middle
aged tradesman in a railway carriage for hours, and love every
dirty, greasy, sulky wrinkle on his weak chin, and every button
on his spotted, unclean waistcoat." It is the humble and the
outcasts that his poetry exalts, as he himself sets forth in one
of his finest works, a poem of consecration. It closes with the
lines:-

" Others may sing of the wine and the wealth and the mirth
The portly presence of potentates, goodly in girth;
Mine be the dirt and the dross, the dust and scum of

the earth;
Theirs be the music, the colour, the glory, the gold,
Mine be a handful of ashes, a mouthful of mould.
Of the maimed, of the halt, and the blind, in the rain and

the cold-
Of these shall my songs be fashioned, my tales be told.

Amen."

About Masefield's life, apart from the few facts printed in the
newspapers at the time of his appointment to the Laureateship,
very little can be learnt. But in one of his poems, " Biography,"
we have a statement by him of some of the g-olden gleams
in his life. They are the gleams that only a poet would re
member and set down :-

" That curlew-calling time in Irish dusk,
When life became more splendid than its husk,
When the rent chapel beyond on the brae at Slains
Shone with a doorway opening beyond brains;
The dawn when, with a brace block's creaking cry,
Out of the mist a little barque slipped by,
Spilling the mist with changing gleams of red
Then gone, with one raised hand and one turned head:
The night alone near water when I heard
All the sea's spirit spoken by a bird;
All of these gleams were golden; but life's hands
Have given more constant gifts in changing lands,
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And when I count those gifts I think them such
As no man's bounty could have bettered much:
The gift of country life, near hills and woods,
Where happy waters sing in solitudes:
The gift of being near ships, of seeing each day
A city of ship,; with great ships under weigh;
The great street paved with water, fiIIed with shipping,
And all the world's flags flying, and seaguIls dipping."

These are some of the golden moments that to him reaIly
matter, and this great love of the sea which he stre~ses so much
in this poem was the inspiration of what is the greatest of the
narrative poems, "Dauber." It is a magnificent picture of life
on a South American schooner which only one who, as Masefield,
had himself experienced that life could depict so vividly.

This is rather a sketchy survey of Masefield's work, leaving
out of account some of his noblest writing and his magnificent
rhythm in such poems as " Reynard the Fox" or some of the
"Salt Water Ballads," Perhaps if someone is interested
enough to take down the Collected Poems from the library shelf
and read for himself, then it wiII not be absolutely valueless.

FinaIly, to show something of the philosophy of the man, here
is one of the sonnets. I think the sonnets, as a whole, are the
finest of all Masefield's, and those coIlected in Lollingdon Downs,
from which this is taken, form a collective expression of what
might be called the religion of Beauty.

"You are more beautiful than women are,
Wiser than men, stronger than ribbed death,

Juster than time, more constant than the star,
Dearer than love, more intimate than breath,

Having all art, all science, all control
Over the still unsmithied, even as Time

Cradles the generations of man's sonl,
You are the light to guide, the way to climb.

So having followed beauty, having bowed
To wisdom and to death, to law, to power,

I like a blind man stumble from the crowd
Into a datkness of a deeper hour,

Where in the lonely silence I may wait
The prayed-for ~Iearn-Your hand upon the gate.
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VIEW FROM THE ART SCHOOL. R.S.E.5.

SHERBORNE ABBEY. RINGERS' NIGHT.

Peal upon peal of bells ring forth,
Hurrying night upon its course,
Clashing and clanging
In bursts and spasms, flinging
Their music to the clouds.

Within the dimly lighted tower
Great engines move, and shadows pass i
The bells ring on, sick with blow~

Of mighty mediaeval power,
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DREAM ECSTASY.

o little river of my days
For one sweet hour linger here

In this calm place: where sunlight plays
Upon the bosom of the mere..•

\Vhere silence is a perfect thing
In woody glade and thicket sparse

Save for the brushing of a wing
Or some vague thing creeping in the grass.

Where ev'ry inch of soil doth seem
Part of my soul, yea, part of me.••

vVould God all life were such a dream
Such quiet peace-such ecstasy.•••

SPRING.

[JUNE,

Through all the c1am'rous winter I have waited
For the chaste, budding green of English spring,
And dreamt and dreamt of sweet meandering
Down bosky lanes afire with radiant may
And almond blossom ... : where the thrushes sing
Enthralling with their anthems the still day.••
And I have pictured, when the fire grows low
And shrill winds call, what pleasure there will be
When sweet spring fills the heart-what ecstasy
When life has triumphed o'er the bitter snow
And the fleet swallows have come back to me.

A SIMPLE STORY.

Once there was a boy called John Blunt who wanted to win
the :English Essay Pri2;e so ht;l wrott;l to Mr. Bope and said
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please will you teach me to write good essays as I want to beat
Samuel Slabbeltide in the English Essay Exam. Mr. Bope
said he would and wrote to John twice a week about split
infinitives and prepositions.

Now Samuel Slabbeltide was also very keen to win the Prize
but didn't want to do any extra work for it, because he was
indolent and lazy and his Housemaster never said he was a
credit to the house as he did about John.

Well, Samuel went to his study to think how he could beat
John at English and just as he was eating his fourth Maracas
Biscuit he sprang to his feet and said, "1 know what I will do,
I will give John a Love PotIOn and he'll forget to do any extra
work," so he went to the Chemist and said, "I want some
strong Love Potion," "You can have it in ninepenny or one
and tuppeny bottles," said the Chemist, "\Vell I'll have the
ninepenny" said Samuel, because he was very careful about
money.

Then at tea when John wasn't looking because the butler had
spilt some spaghetti down his neck, Samuel poured the Potion
into his tea, and when John drank his tea he thought it was
House coffee because it tasted of mint sauce and prunes, but
really it was the Potion that made it taste like that.

Well, after tea John wrote to Mr. Hope about how his English
was improving and how he had got ten out of ten and one for
neatness for the last essay Mr. Scarrick had set him and how
Mr. Scarrick had read it out to the whole form and said, "You do
write well, Blunt, keep it up." Andas he went to post the letter he
saw a girl in a blue hat and he thought, I've never seen any
one so beautiful as she is, what lovely eyes and what wavy hair
she has, but really she squinted and wore a wig, it was only the
Potion that made him think she was beautiful.

Very soon afterwards when John had found out that her
name was Chloe and that she looked after the books in the
Free Library he used to go there every day and read about
Rocks and Moths and the cause of Duo-Denary Dyspepsia so
that he could see her.

Well John was so much in love with Chloe that he quite
forgot about writing to Mr. Bope and in his Essay about Fish
for Mr. Scarrick he mixed up a haddock he was writing about
with Chloe and said it had wonderful blue eyes and sweet little
red mouth.
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So op the day of the English Essay Exam Samuel felt sure
that he would win the PI ize and decided to sell the book he
would win and buy a whole pound of Fruit Bouncers because
he had found out that he liked them much better than Maracas
Biscuits and he was still thinking about the Fruit Bouncers
and wondering whether perhaps after all Clear Gums weren't
nicer when he went into the Big School Room for the Exam.

WeB the Essay was on Love and Jolm wrote fourleen pages
on it aB about Chloe aud her blue eyes and little red mouth
and wavy hair and Mr. Scarrick gave him the Prize and said
that was a very good essay you wrote you must write some
thing for the School Magazine.

But Samuel was only able to write two pages on Love
because of course he didn't know anything about it and Mr.
Scarrick read his essay to the whole form and said this is how
you must never write an essay and I think Samuel got aB he
deserved don't you?

THE DRILL COMPETITION.

The Annual Drill Competition was held on Wednesday, June
11 th. This year a new feature was added in the shape of
questions on those parts of the military art which are collected
under the heading of "Weapon Training" for Certificate "A"
purposes.
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The standard of drill was throughout commendably high.
The turnout was good, though there was not always uniformity
in the various squads in such matters as rifle slings, bayonet
scabbards, etc. There were rather a large number of mistakes
by N.C.O's, which perhaps shows that more practice in taking
the Platoon might with advantage be given to Junior N .C.O's
during the year's training.

Number five Platoon (Parry-Jones') won the competition and
deserved to do so because, although they were not outstanding
in anyone section of the competition, they were distinctly good
in all three sections. Their success reflects some very good
work throughout the year. Number six Platoon were leading
in the first two sections but came to grief over the Weapon
Training, a fact not without significance in view of the recent
Certiflcate A results.

The competition was very efficiently judged by three of the
Officers of the 2nd Battalion of the Dorsetshire Regiment, and
our thanks are due to them for the great trouble they took over
it.

The placings were:-
1. Number 5 Platoon (Abbey House)
2. Number 2 Platoon (School House)
3. Number 6 Platoon (Harper House)
4 {Number 4 Platoon (The Green) }

. Number 8 Platoon (VIestcott House)
6. Number 1 Platoon (School House)
7. Number 7 Platoon (Lyon House)
8. Number 3 Platoon (Abbeylands)

SHOOTING.

In spite of a considerable amount of "fresh blood" in the VIII
this year, the prospects for a successful season are distinctly
bright. Owing to R.S.M. Brown's careful coaching during the
winter months in the miniature range, the competition for a place
in the VIII is exceptionally hot. Not only is the competition
keen but the standard, too, is higher, although we could tell you
of a member of the school who missed the target no fewer than
five consecutive times.
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The annual" side by side" match against Marlborough took
place at Marlborough on June 3rd. Proceedings were rather
marred owing to the two VIII's being unable to mix on
account of illness. For this match there is a cup, presented
anonymously in 1927, and since that date Marlborough have
won it three times running, but this year it was wrested from
them by the narrow margin of one point. After firing at 200
yards the School were three points behind Marlborough, the
score being :-School, 227; Marlborough, 230 points.

The School would not have won the match had it not been
for M. C. Goodden, Rowe and Hinton, who scored 33, 33 and
32 respectively out of a pos~ible 35 at 500 yards. This scoring
was exceptionally good when the bright light and oppressive
heat are taken into consideration.

The total for the School at 500 yards came to 237, whilst
Marlborough were four points behind with 233 points. Thus
the School won by one point after a very exciting and enjoyable
match.

The Cadet Pair have not met with considerable success in
postal matches, but they, too, just managed to beat the Marl·
borough pair by one point. This would not have been, however,
had it not been for a 32 scored by Carr-Ellison at 500 yards.

SHOOTING MATCHES OF THE VI I I (up to date).

SIDE·BY·SIDE.
Opponents Score for.

H.M.S. Nelson (at Portland) 445
H .M.S. Nelson (at Crackmore) 463
Marlborough (at Marlborough) 464

POSTAL MATCHES.
Glasgow Academy... 44-7
Clifton 463
Felsted .. , 463
Bradfield 463
Sedbergh 440
Blundell's 440
Denstone 440
Elizabeth College 44-0
Eastbourne 461
Victoria College 461
Campbell College 464

Results to date,.:-Shot, ]4; won, 9 ;

Score against, Result.

438 won
455 won
463 won

427 won
469 lost
446 won
480 lost
452 lost·
440 drawn
419 won
451 lost
458 won
411 WO)

442 won
lost,4; drawn, 1.
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SHOOTING MATCHES OF CADET PAIR.

94 won
115 lost
106 won
112 lost
119 lost

77 won
102 won
114 lost

94 won
lost, 4; drawn, O.

SIDE-BY-SIDE.
Opponents. Score for. Score against.

Marlborough (at Marlborough) 108 )07

POSTAL MATCHES.

Glasgow Academy 106
Clifton 107
F elsted ... 107
Bradfield 107
Sedbergh 104
Denstone 104
Eastbourne 104
Victoria College 104
C~p~ICcll~e 1~

Results to date :-Shot, 10; won, 6;

Result.

won

PHYSICAL TRAINING.

THE YEAR'S V/ORK.

The work of the squads during the past year has been
satisfactory, I might even say good, but I am not satisfied
with the Leaders; there are a few good ones, many mediocre,
and several bad; I hope that those leaders who take over the
responsibility of the work next term will realise that the
maintenance of a high standard rests primarily with them, and
not with the squads. Throughout the year Mr. Thompson and
Mr. Hey have very kindly assisted me in marking the work of the
different houses; each squad has been watched and judged on
its merits, and a full total of marks for each house has been
obtained. I consider this the fairest way of judging the
regular work of a house, aud just as important as the Competi
tion itself. The result of these marks is as follows:-

1. Parry-Jones' 212
2. Elderton's 200
3. O'Hanlon's' 197
4. School House" B" 185
5. " " " A " 181
6. Brown's 174-
7. Ross' 170
8. Macfarlane-Grieve's 148
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THE P. T. COMPETITION.

The P.T. Competition was held this year on Monday, June
2nd.

Two officers from the Army School of Physical Training,
Captain Steed and Captain Wilson, very kindly came down
to judge.

I personally thought the work done by each House was quite
up to the standard of other years, and I am glad to be able to
say that the judges considered the work to be very well done,
and thought all the squads very level.

The result of the Competition was as follows :-

1. Brown's} 258
O'Hanlon's

3. Parry-Jones' 253
4. School House" A" 252
5. School House" B " 250
6. Elderton's 247
7. MacfarIane-Grieve's 246
8. Ross' 241

I was sorry that Elderton's came out so low as their work
throughout the year has been very good and quite equal to that
of other Houses.

THE P. T. CUP.
This Challenge Cup is held by the House coming out top in

the combined marks of the competition and the year's marking.
This year the cup goes to Parry-Jones', who have worked
consistently well throughout the year, but I am glad to say
that other Houses have drawn very near, and it is by no means
the one-sided competition it was some years ago.

The final order is as follows :-
1. Parry-Jones' 465
2. O'Hanbn's 455
3. Elderton's 447
4. School House" B" 435
5. School Honse " A" 433
6. Brown's 432
1. Rass' 411
8. MacfarIane-Grieve's 394

M.E.K.W.
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CRICKET.

1ST XI.

3II

SCHOOL '0. DORSET RANGERS.

Played on the Upper on Tuesday, 20th May, when the
School made one change, Snowden being brought in to
strengthen the bowling. The Rangers winning the toss opened
with Somerville and Macdonald to the bowling of Lean and
Mermagen. Runs came easily until Somerville was bowled by
Mermagen's slower ball. Macdonald, who was badly missed
at extra cover, and Busk then scored quickly, both hitting the
bad ball, which came too frequently, very hard. Mermagen
eventually obtained both these wickets, III each case with the
slower ball. After lunch the play became much slower, Carter
not being able to time the ball properly until Mermagen
enlivened matters by taking a splendid left-handed catch at
mid-off to dismiss Hayes. The Rangers declared at 3.30
leaving the School three hours in which to get 265 to win.

The School bowling was unimpressive, there being far too
many long hops. Snowden who had two long spells without
any luck should improve with more experience. Mermagen
took 3 for 47 and Lean 2 for 59. The School fielding was again
not up to standard, the ground fielding not being clean or
certain, whilst failure to move the ball quickly not only gave
runs away, but also made possible catches look impossible.

Early disasters befell the School, both Halliley and Alexander
were run out. In both cases it was a bad call to the same
fielder Harrison, who returned the ball beautifully, full toss
over the top of the wickets. It is hoped that these two
experiences will prove an object lesson, both in running and
fielding.

Wickets subsequently fell regularly, except for a short stand
by Fox and Evans: Fox alone realised the value of getting to
the pitch of the ball and hit well until he was out to a well
judged running catch in the deep.

Although it was a small score, the batting on the whole was
better than against the Town, despite the fact that the bowling
was of much better quality. Harrison, who bowled unchanged
for the Rangers, took 5 for 52, and no doubt his ability to flight
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and spin the ball, in addition to an immaculate length, told the
tale. Carey tert. and Mermagen were bowled and Evans well
stumped, from balIs with a higher flight pitched just that bit
shorter, which makes it impossible to reach them with the
ordinary forward shot.

DORSET RANGERS.
J. V. Somerville. b Mermagen 12
D. Macdonald, b Mermagen 74
Capt. R. D. Busk, b Mermagen 57
Capt. H. H. Hayes. c Mermagen, b Lean 32
J. N. Carter, b HalIiley 37
G. Beale, c Fox. b Lean 5
R. S. Thompson, not out 32
H. C. Partridge, b Smith 2
R. H. Stern, not out 2
A. M. Harrison } did not bat
C. I. P. C. Jowett

Extras ... 11

Total ... 264

SCHOOL.
D. H. D. Alexander, run out 9
J. E. Halliley, run out 11
D. E. Carey, b Harrison 2
C. D. B. Smith, c wicket, b lfayes 20
P. H. F. Mermagen, b Harrison 1
R. J. Brown, b Harrison 10
Fox, c Thompson, b Harrison 26
J. F. B. Carey, b Busk 8
Evans, stumped 18
Snowden, b Jowett 4
Lean. not out 0

Extras 0

Total... 109

BOWLING ANALYSIS.
SCHOOL. RANGERS.

Mermagen 3 wickets for 47 Busk 1 wicket for 12
Lean 2 " " 59 Harrison 5 .. 52
Evans 0 " 20 Jowett 1

" " 27
Smith 1

" " 51 Hayes 1
" 5

Snowden 0 ., " 60 Carter 0
" .. 13

Halliley 1
"

16

SCHOOL v. DORSET REGT.

The match was played on the Upper on Thursday, May 22nd,
and the result was a draw. The School batted first, Halliley
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and Alexander, the opening pair, playing themselves in
confidently to bowling which, after a short time, settled down
well. But, in spite of an easy wicket, runs came slowly, and
the only incident worthy of note was Halliley's faultless, if
somewhat cautious, 89.

Mermagen declared at the interval when the score was 183
for four, leaving the Dorset Regiment two and a half hours to
get the runs. The Dorset's lost some wickets quickly, mainly
due to Lean's fine bowling, but ]. N. Carter and ]. Gifford
stopped the rot, and when, at 6.30, the score was 141 for eight,
a draw seemed likely. But the tail of the Dorset's, in the shape
of Foster and Scott, wagged with a vengeance, and ten minutes
later the 180 mark was passed, To the relief of the School
(and the secret dismay of the scorers, who differed by a run)
the last wicket fell shortly after for what proved to be 183 runs,
and so the result was a tie.

SCHOOL,

D. H. D. Alexander, b Carter
J. E. Halliley, e Carter, b Gibson ...
D. E. Carey }did not bat
P. H. F. Mermagen
A. A. E. Morgan, run out
Buttenshaw, run out ...
Fox mi., not out
Evans ma., not out
J. F. B. carey }
Snowden did not bat
G. D.Lean

Extras

Total

DORSET REGT.

B. G. Symes, b Snowden
Sgt. Forster, st. Carey
H. C. Partridge, e Morgan, b Lean
J. N. Carter, lbw, b Buttenshaw ...
L-Cpl. Symonds, c Halliley, b Lean
D. B. Gaye, lbw, b Morgan
J. Gifford. e Evans, b Lean
R. G. Chillon, b Snowden
L. J. Woodhouse, lbw, b Lean
Bds. Foster, run out .
Pte. Seott, not out

Extras ...

Total

36
89

28
4

14
7

5

'" 183

15
13

7
39
6
o

25
15
o

34
24
5

... 183
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BOWLING.

SCHOOL.

Lean 5 wickets for 37

[JUNE,

SCHOOL v. SOMERSET STRAGGLERS.

Played on the Upper on Saturday, May 24th, and resulting
in a draw, the School scoring 278 runs for eight wickets and
the Stragglers 242 for six.

The School went in first on a good wicket and started badly.
Alexander was soon bowled by Gibson, and Halliley not long
after by Gaskell. Then followed two useful partnerships
between Carey tert. and Mermag-en, and Mermagen and Brown.
These two partnerships and a good 51 by Fox pulled the game
round, and at one time the School scored off nearly every ball.
A further stand by Fox and Care)' mi. brought the score to 278,
when Mermag-en declared. He himself batted very well, and
again showed his usefulness to the side.

The Stragglers did not start well, and lost Bligh, lbw to
Mermageu, and Marshal! caught by Carey off Lean, with not
many runs on the board. As in the School innings the game
was saved by Bligh's 62, a 60 by Evans and 64 by Ross. The
Stragglers then played out time comfortably without looking
like getting the runs.

For the School, Smith took two wickets and Lean two. The
School fielding was fair, Carey keeping wicket well.

SCHOOL.

D. H. D. Alexander, b Gibson 5
J. E. Halliley, b Gaskell 18
D. E. Carey, bRass 22
P. H. F. Mermagen, c Gaskell, b Southwood... 85
C. D. B. Smith, bRass 5
R. J. Brown, c and b Gibson 48
Fox, b Gibson 51
Buttenshaw, lbw. bRass 13
J. F. B. Carey, not out 28
Snowden }d'd t b t
G. D. Lean 1 noa

Extras ... 2

Total... 278
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SOMERSET STRAGGLERS.

J. M. Gaskell, b Smith ...
A. J. Bligh, lbw, b Mermagen
L. P. Marshall, c Carey, b Lean
C. P. Evans, st Carey, b Lean
A. H. Southwood, b Smith
E. Ross, run out
J. R. Watson, not out ..
R. H. Gibsou, not out .
W. Jeffer }
C. Clarke did not bat
E. C. Frands

Extras ...

Total

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

SCHOOL.

62
11
5

60
o

64
21

2

17

... 242

Mermagen 1 wicket for 28
Lean 2 " 70
Smith 2 " 47
Snowden 0 " " 43
Buttenshaw 0 " 37

SCHOOL 'V. BLUNDELL'S.

Played on the Upper on Saturday, May 31st. The School
won the toss and decided to bat. A1e:l<:ander and Carey did not
last long, but Mermagen and Halliley brought the score to 92
before the latter was caught; his 47 was a useful effort, though
he was badly dropped early on. Rain prevented play
immediately after lunch, but when the game was continued,
nobody stayed long with Mermagen, who was apparently
undisturbed by the luncheon interval, and by tea time had
scored a very nice 82 not out, out of a total of 180 for nine.

Blundell's were left two and a half hours in which to bat, but
made no attempt to get the runs. The first two wickets were
gifts-Alexander gave a good return from a short one to cover,
and Carey sneaked off a bail while the batsman was admiring
the bowling screen from oUI side the crease. Saunders and
Harvey however made a draw certain, the former completing
his 50 before stumps were drawn, after being missed badly
twice in one over off Morgan.
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SCHOOL.

D. H. D. Alexander, b Nayler
J. E. Halliley, c and b Taylor
D. E. Carey, c Norman, b Nayler ...
P, H. F. Mermagen, not out
R. J. Brown, c Harvey, b Talbot ...
C. D. B. Smith, c Taylor, b Nayler
H. F. W. Fox, c Grieg, b Nayler ...
A. A. E. Morgan, st Harvey, b Taylor
J. F. B. Carey, c and b Nayler
C. J. M. Snowden, not out
G. D. Lean, did not bat

Extras ...

8
47

1
82
16
o
6

10
5
o

5

[JUNE,

Total (9 wickets) ... 180

BLUNDELL'S

S. J. Pochin, run out ...
J. V.Shaw, st Carey, b Lean
G. P. V. Saunders, not out
V. G. Harvey, lbw, b Mermagen
J. L. Taylor, c Brown, b Lean
R. G. Talbot, b Smith
S. M. Grieg }
D. H. D. Courtenay did ot b t
D. M. Norman n a
D. J. Nayler

Extras ...

3
7

53
21
o

10

9

Total (5 wickets) ... 103

SCHOOL v. OXFORD UNIVERSITY AUTHENTICS.

The Authentics paid their first visit to Sherborne on ] une 3rd,
and in a very exciting finish just failed to get the necessary
runs for the 105s of six wickets. Mermagen won the toss
and Halliley and Carey both batted well, until Carey was
caught at the wicket off the last ball before lunch. Halliley
was out directly after lunch, but Mermagen, helped by Smith,
scored quickly until he was caught for 51. Morgan made a
laborious 21 and Carey mi. and Snowden added a few which
brought the score up to 201, the innings closing at 4.15. It
was hardly a good enough score considering the reputed batting
strength of the oppLlsition and the easy state of the wicket.

The Authentics had roughly two hours in which to get the
runs, which should have been time enough. However, after
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Baiss had departed, they were soon behind the clock, and it
was not till McCaskie and Hodgkinson came together that there
seemed the least likelihood of their succeeding. The former, a
left-hander, made some beautiful shots through the covers and
past the bowler, which were not blocked until it was very
nearly too late. Hodgkinson played a beautifully free innings,
placing the ball extremely well. He has improved enormously
since he was here, and has any amount of strokes. With victory
almost assured McCaskie was caught by Alexander high up off
a hard hit, having been badly mi&sed in the previous over at
extra-cover. In the next-and last-over Hodgkinson was
caught from a mishit in the slips by Carey tert., a difficult
catch, and that was the end of a very enjoyable match.

The School bowling was inclined to be loose and hardly ever
looked dangerous enough to worry the batsmen seriously.
Mermagen was the most successful. The fielding was fairly
steady while McCaskie and Hodgkinson were scoring fast, but
failure to pick up the ball keenly and a general lack of polish was
most noticeable.

SCHOOL.

D. H. D. Alexander, b Linnell 6
J. E. Halliley, b Peebles 34
D. E. Carey. c Vander Byl. b McCaskie 32
P. H. F. Mermagen, cNicholls. b Welby-Everard 51
R. J. Brown. c LinneIl, b McCaskie 4
H. W. F. Fox. b McCaskie 2
C. D. B. Smith, c Van der Byl, b Welby-Everard 18
A. A. E. Morgan. c and b Baiss ... 21
J. F. B. Carey, c Van der Byl, b Peebles 10
C. J. M. Snowden. b Welby-Everard 12
G. D. Lean, not out 0

Extras 11

Total

OXFORD AUTHENTICS.

R. Eglinton. b Mermagen
J. A. Baiss. b Lean
P. E. Van der Byl, lbw, b Mermagen
J. E. Nicholls, b l\1organ
N. McCaskie. c Alexander, b Mermagen
D. A. Hodgkinson. c Carey. b Snowden
A. T. Linnell, not out
C. E.Welby-Everard. not out

Extras

Total

... 201

26
15
16
13
68
56
o
o
3

... 197
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BOWLING ANALY1HS.

SCHOOL.
3 wickets for 54
1 " 31
o " "59
1 " 26
1 " 31
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SCHOOL v. RADLEY.

Played at Radley on June 6th and 7th. Fortified by a long
morning in bed and an excellent breakfast, the eleven were
reminded that, even if eating and sleeping were to be large
ingredients in their stay at Radley, these were not the actual
causes, and so, arming themselves with the accoutrements of
war, they sallied forth to do battle-albeit friendly battIe-"each
for honour, and all for the school."

Radley won the toss and started badly, losing their captain,
Van der Gucht, to a good slip catch by Carey early, but they
soon recovered, and in two good partnerships brought the score
to 160 for two by the lunch interval. After the interval the
Radley batsmen found scoring more difficult, and with the
exception of Williams, who played exceedingly well for his 52,
the resistance was very half-hearted. Finally the last wicket
fell at 252. The School bowling, which was seriously weakened
by Smith's retirement after he had bowled only four overs, was
on the whole a great improvement on previous performances,
Snowden's bowling being better than his goodish analysis would
ha\Oe us believe, and Lean bowling well for his six wickets. .

Early disasters awaited the School, for Dick and Alexander
were lost early, and Carey soon followed with a mysterious ball
which he did not even play, and which is suspected of hitting a
" spot." Then Brown, after a weak start, settled down to a
characteristic innings. Playing no hitherto acknowledged
strokes, but relying on a good eye and a strong arm, he compiled
a hurricane 96 to the accompaniment of good and effective
cricket by Mermagen and Morgan. This carried the score to
187 for six by seven o'clock, when stumps were drawn. Next
morning Morgan and Snowden took part in a good stand before
the side collapsed for a total of 236. Morgan's innings was,
perhaps, the best of the match, with the exception of Van tier
Gucht's 67 in Radley's second innings. This innings was
otherwise uneventful, except for a peculiar bowling feat by
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Mermagen, who took five wickets for only three runs after lunch.
In fact, the last seven wickets only added fourteen runs.

With an hour and three-quarters to play, it looked as if the
School could hardly fail to make the 151 they needed to win.
Three wickets fell early, but even so with Mermagen and Care'y
batting well and scoring quickly, all looked favourable. Then
the School collapsed, and it suddenly became a question of
playing for time. However, with Fox batting well and Smith
playing steadily, it looked as if we might win, when stumps
were drawn in time for the School to change and catch the
train home. It was a good match, in which the eleven fielded
extremely well and showed a great improvement 011 their
former performances.

9 c and b Morgan ... 67
85 b Mermagen ... .1
52 c Fox, b Lean 8
32 c J. F. B. Carey, bSnowden 12
8 run out 0

22
7
1
o
2
o

14

52 c Morgan, b Mermagen
o b Mermagen
5 lbw, b Lean ...
o b Mermagen ."
o not out
o lbw, b Mermagen
9 Extras

RADLEY.

P. 1. Van de Gucht, c D. E. Carey.
bLean

P. N. Kitching, b Morgan '"
W. H. Vestey, c Dick, b Lean
H. P. Dinwiddy, b Mermagen
J. C. Guy, c Mermagen, b Snowdenoo.
R. M. E. Williams, c J. F. B. Carey,

b Lean .,. 'oo
W. Hitchie, c and b Lean ...
A. W. Kershaw, b Snowden
H. B. V. Bruton, c Mermagen, b Lean
J. P. Monks, not out
J. F.Worsley, c Dick, b Lean

Extras

Total oo. 252 Total 'oo 134

SCHOOL.

D. H. D. Alexander, c Williams, b
Worsley 3

Dick, lbw, b \Vorsley 6
D. E. Carey, b Williams 4
P. H. F. Mermagen, b Kershaw 31
R. J. Brown, c Monks, b Williams ... 96
A.A. E. Morgan, c Guy, b Dinwiddy 51
J. F. B. Carey, hit wicket, b Williams 0
C. J. M. Snowden, b Dinwiddy 27
H. F. N.Fox, c Vestey. b Guy 1
C. D. B. Smith. not nut 3
G. D. Lean, st Van der Gucht, b Guy 0

Extras 14

c Guy. b Kershaw 9
lbw, b Worsley 9
c Guy. b Kershaw 42
c Kershaw. b Guy 31
c Bruton. b Kershaw 5
c Monks. b Guy 0
bGuy 0
cVanderGutcb.bKershaw 0
not out 32
not out 3
did not bat

Extras 2

Total ... 236 Total (for 8 wickets) 133
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BOWLING ANALYSIS.

SCHOOL.
1st innings. 2nd innings.

Mermagen 1 wicket for 62 5 wickets for 29
Lean 6 " " 86 2 " " 41
Snowden 2 " 42 1 " " 35
Smith 0 " 9
Morgan 1 " 44 " 15

RADLEY.
1st innings. 2nd innings.

Worsley 2 wickets for 37 1 wicket for 18
Williams 3 " " 33
Monks 0 " 47 0 " 24
Kershaw 1 " 43 4 " 35
Guy ... 2 " 25 3 " 34
Dinwiddy 2 " 35 0 " " 23

2ND XI.

SCHOOL 'V. EXETER SCHOOL.

Played on Carey's No. 6 ground on Saturday, May 24th, and
reSiulted in a win for the School by 151 runs to 74. Carey ma.
won the toss and decided to bat; except for Morgan the School
batting was not impressive, and although the bowling was weak
few of the boys looked like getting runs; Morgan's innings of
47 was the best, Lyle got 30, and Evans going in No. 10 put
on a very useful 22.

Exeter School were unlucky in getting their early batsmen
dismissed quickly, thereby losing confidence; but their eighth
wicket greatly improved matters, putting on 43 runs of a lotal
of 74.

The School bowling was quite consistent, but found little
opposition; the fielding was good.

M.E.K.W.
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SCHOOL 'D. SHAFTESBURY GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

321

Played on the School Ground on Tuesday, June 10th,
Shaftesbury won the toss and batted first, but only two of their
batsmen got into double figures; the side were all out for 80.

The School fielding was not as good as usual,-onf> batsman
was able to run down the wicket and back while square leg and
point hurled the ball from one to the other in the vain endeavour
to reach the wicket keeper who was waiting at the wicket!
Oxley caught one very good catch on the leg side.

The School batting was quite satisfactory, but the side will do
well to remember that at present they have met little opposition
in their matches. Fegan, who is just claiming acknowledgement
as a forcing bat, made 94- in quick time, hitting strongly all
round the wicket; if only he will take a little more care, and keep
himself under control, he should get a lot of runs. Mallock
made 55, and Candler 32. Penno fully justified his inclusion
in the side, taking three wickets for 22, and making 26 runs.
R. C. S. Dick is to be congratulated on his 2nd XI colours.

M.E.K.W.

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors of The Shirbllrnian do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editors of The Shirbllrnian.

Sirs,
It is high time. we feel. that all true Shirburnians who are not here to

judge for themselves should be reassured that the" Decline and Fall" of
.Sherborne has not yet set in.

We have sounded the opinions of most of the influential members of the
school. and feel convinced that this growing spirit of blase contempt for all
enthusiasin, which is reflected not only in the correspondence, but also in
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the Shirburnian itself, is viewed with disgust by everyone whose first
thought is for the School. and not for himself.

The letters and articles to which we refer clearly reflect the pettiness of
the writers-but not of the School,

We fully realise the difficulties with which you Editors have to contend,
and we appeal to the true part of the School to contribute their share tothe
Shirburnian, making it what its name implies-the School magazine.

We remain,

Yours etc.

P. H. F. MERMAGEN,

L. M. CAREY.

THE FIVES COURTS.
Sir,

I am in sympathy with the letter of your correspondent asking that the
glass above the Fives Courts should be painted to keep out the glare. The
trouble is that water paint outside would wash off too soon; real paint would
darken the courts in the winter; and painting inside would mean scaffolding
up in each court in turn, and prove laborious and costly.

I have found a hat the only thing to help in my own case, but this is not
practicable for most people, though tennis eye-shades would do.

1£ leading players put in a considered request for painting in spite of the
effect in the winter, it would be considered on its merits.

Yours faithfully,

A.H.T.-R.

Dear Sir,
I am aware that a considerable amount of criticism has been levelled

recently at the Shirburnian and its producers. I can speak from experience
when I assert that the present system of producing a school magazine is
ridiculous. It is usually in the hands of two people who are in for scholar
ships. or, at least, in a form where extra work is expected. The obvious
method is to have the job of editing divided between the school prefects.
Then a .. games" person will have the games portion, another prefect will
have the editorial, another the production, etc., etc. The present system is
ridiculous, impossible and out of date.

Yours, etc.

R. E. D. JOHN SON.
[?-ED]
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Sir,

I should like to ask the Reform Society what we are going to wear if we
"cast off our shackles of straw:" Not the suburban bowler? Is it then the
.. topper," the deer-stalker, the beret, the dunce's hat, or a sweet little silk
jockey-cap with our house master's colour? Or is it to be as the old woman
said when she kissed her cow, .. Everyone to his liking?" I hope not.

Yours,

INQUISITIVE.

Dear Sir,

The last two or three numbers of the Shirburnian have been decorated
by the hilarious outpourings of some quite abnormally bright young people,
whose no doubt valuable time appears to be devoted to the alleviation of our
burdens, that is the patient suffering rest. Most altruistic, we are sure, but
several fundamental facts seem to be beyond the range of their vision.

We understand that the so-called Reform Society consists chiefly of what
are vulgarly, but picturesquely, known as" weeds." We should like to
bring it to their lofty notice that what they get out of a school depends on
what they put into it. It does no good to themselves or anybody else to
sit in the shade and say, not ,. Oh! how beautiful!" b::t" Oh! what a waste
of time!"

Boys in less fortunate positions are compelled to leave school at fourteen
and work hard for long hours for the rest of their lives, with microscopic
:holidays and no opportunities (which they would know how to appreciate)
of playing the game of cricket, which fires the jaded souls of the Reform
Society. It is nauseating to see undersized and overfed members of a public
school, supposed to represent a class that has attained dominance through
decency besides dollars, squealing for another half-hour to spend with the
tuckshop or the brothers Waugh.

The Shirburnian is circulated to most other English public schools.
Surely it must give them an impression that Sherborne is in a state of
subterranean rebellion and that the morale of the school has been hopelessly
undermined? Such an impression would be false, but, in view of the
circumstances, quite justifiable.

All this discontent comes from the modern attitude of superficial selfishness

Yours, etc..

FOURTEEN LOYAL SONS OF SHERBORNE.

Dear Sir,
I read in your current issue the letter of a

which masquerades as the Reform Society.
somewhat mysterious body
This body advocates the
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discarding of our straw hats, "Our shackles of straw,"" Our Saxon haloes,"
but do not wish us to assume" The suburban bowler" (these, sir, are but a
few choice gems taken word for word from this most estimable example of
of the epistolary art).

I am glad they don't advocate the bowler, but I should prefer it to some
of the types of headgear that might be put forward instead. I should be
only too delighted to see the President or Chairman of that Society adorned
with the type of cap usually associated with Preparatory Schools tthe angle
of the cap is determined by the wearer's social status-see any school story).
We are, at least, more or less dignified in our straw hats, which are not
really as bad as those of another famous school which have to be held on,
I gather, by an elastic band round the back of the wearer's head.

I am, sir,
Yours faithfully,

Q.E.D.

Dear Sir,
May I suggest that there should be a Model Railway Society in the school.

You will notice that for those who have a taste for photography or wireless
there are societies to satisfy their needs; could not those who are interested
in railways also be satisfied? There are, I think, a fair number of people
who would be glad to join it.

Yours, etc.,

CORNISH RIVIERA,

Dear Sir,
Is it not time that the authorities, in an attempt to promote more reading

of sound books, shonld throw down the absurd restriction which now deters
so many boys from taking books out of the library.

I remain, sir,

Your obedient servant,

A LOVER OF LITERATURE.

Sirs,
We have recently been freed from one of the many tortures of Physical

Training, viz: " On the hands down!" And as a result of numerous letters
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in this organ, we have been provided with hand-basins to wash off the
stains resulting from this scourge; too late however, as the exercise had
been defunct for nearly twelve months when these commodities were
opened.

There is on the P.T. table what we consider a still more soul (and clothes)
destroying torment, that of .. Full knees bend! " The sole purpose of this
amusing diversion seems to be to "bag" the knees of the trousers; if we
have got to have this inflicted on us, can we not have a branch of the Express
Valet Service or some such" Press-while-you-wait" organisation installed
on the School premises before the afore-mentioned exercise is extinct?

In doing this, believe us, you will be pleasing

A CLOTHES PEG AND

A DANDY.

Sir,
Are we tired of the Public School Hymn Book?

11.

Sir,

May I bring an objection before the Chapel Stewards-whoever they may
be-concerning hymn 21 ?

It certainly isn't poetry. As far as music is Iconcerned, although my
personal experience and knowledge of music extend only to "John Peel"
and the National Anthem-I should say it's rotten. I stand to be corrected.

With this one exception, I entirely disagree with bj1jJYJT~p'r; letter re the
Public School Hymn Book. In saying that" we are all tired of it" he is
making an incorrect statement. I know a lot of people who are not. Perhaps
he would like to head the subscription list for the four hundred odd new
books?

Yours,

CHAPELGOER.

Dear Sir,

I suggest that those few who dislike the game of cricket should keep their
o?inion on the subject to themselves. Those who are" Tu Penniless" to
spend 2d. a year on helping to pay the expenses of the fixture cards ought
to be ashamed to have to admit it ; and those who find cricket a boring and
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wo~thless game should not try to convince others that it is so by filling up
page after page of a cricketing school's ~agazine.

Yours sincerely,

]. F. B. CAREY.

Dear Sir,
There is a certain sect in this School which is under the misguided

impression that keenness in any form is a thing to be despised, It would
be bad enough if these flabby disgraces kept their own loathsome views to
themselves-but far from it::-they must needs burst into print and soil an
otherwise repu table, if rather scanty, school magazine with their contemptible
little names. Not only the correspondence, but even the fiction of the
magazine has been flooded under a mass of nonsensical pettiness. There is
one who objects to paying 2d. for a fixture card-perhaps his housemaster
will give him an order next term. There is his next door neighbour who
considers it funny, nay, even witty, to wrap up his meaning in the longest
words he can find; his subject is as absurd as his treatment of it is ridiculous.
1 can only hope that such an odious party is in a minority, and, as such,
choose the school magazine as the only place where they can get a hearing.

Yours, etc.,

CROESUS LEGATO.

Dear Sir,
In the last issue of our justly famous school magazine, the Shirburnian,

there appeared in the correspondence pages a letter which, I am sure, caused
all the true sons of Sherborne to blush for one, who not 'only stands
convicted of the most exceptional niggardliness, but also has the bare-faced
effrontery to proclaim abroad his unworthy sentiments,

Had it not occurred to the writer, who signs himself by the opprobrious
epithet of" Tu Penniless." that there are people in the school who take
sufficient interest in the doings of their School XI to wish to read the results
of their matches? As the writer will find if he turns to the Roll Book, about
which he obviously knows so little, due respect has been paid to economy in
this indispensable manual. Where then can these satisfy their laudable
aspirations if it be not in what" Tu Penniless" rather scathingly describes
as an," undersized, undesired fixture card "?

If we are to judge" Tu Penniless" by the deplorable spirit of his effusions,
it would appear that our friend belongs to a type where brain is "undersized"
and whose person is certainly "undesired" in a community such as ours.

Yours, etc.,

D. ST. G. BUTTERFIELD.

[There is, however. this fact to be considered-that we do not have to
pay for the Shooting VIII card., Eo.]
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OUR CONTEMPORARIES.

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following
and apologize for any accidental omissions:-

The Canfordialt
The Cheltonian
The Cholmelian
The Cliftonian
The Elizabethian
The Eton College Chronicle
The Haileyburian
The Kelly College Chronicle
The Lattcing College

Magazine

The Limit
The Lorettonian
The Marlburian
The Meteor
The Mohonk Setttinel(U.S.A.)
The Ousel
The Radleian
The Upper Canada College

Times
The W ykehamist

HOUSES.

The School House (a).
James', Curteis', Wood's, Whitehead's, Wildman's, Carey's,

Parry-Jones' (b).
Tancock's, Wilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's, Brown's (c).

Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's,
Macfarlane-Grieve's (d).

Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (}).
Milford's, Ross's (g).

O'Hanlon's (h).
Town (T).

Preparatory (Prep.),





NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

All Business Communications with
regard to the Shirburnian should
be made to the Publishers at
The Abbey Book Shop,The Parade,
Sherborne, Dorset, to whom alone
Subscriptions should be sent.



NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Letters and Articles intended for publication should
be sent to the EDITOR, School House, Sherborne, Dorset.

The Annual Subscription is 6/6 including postage. The
Shirburnian is published six times in the year, twice each
term.

Subscribers changing their addresses are requested to
communicate at once with the PUBLISHERS, as otherwise
the Shirbur1tiall cannot possibly be forwarded to them.
This applies especially to subscribers entering or leaving
the Universities.

No anonymous contribution will be accepted, but the
full name must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which
will not be opened if the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers,
the whole is to be sent in at once.

No contribution will be inserted, which is not the bona fide
production of some one who is, or has been, a Member of
the School.

We decline to hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our contributors.

Contributors are requested to write legibly, and
only on ONE side of the paper.


